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vance of Gandhi an Thoughts 

policy as expressed by Nehru in his famous Scientific Policy 
Resolution of 1956 and followed in India since independence. He also 

had a universal message by providing a new cosmology of man-nature 
and fact-value rclations that he articulated and put in place through his 

various experiments. With this outline of a theoretical framework for 

Gandhian science, the case of the khadi movement is taken up for 

detailed explication. 
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Appropriate technology Views on science and technology: Gandhi, it is argued in this paper, 
was not anti-science as is commonly misunderstood. To look at 

Gandhi in the context of technology is to understand that he was a man 

who had his doubts on modernism and looked beyond that.... 
Technological choice and apPpllcatlon that is snmallscae, decentralized, 

labor-intenslve, energy-efficient, environmentally sound, and locally controlledd 

When once asked 'Do you hate machines?" "No', answered Gandhi 

While my body on itself is nothing but a meticulous machinery How 

can I dismiss it? My spinning wheel or even this toothpick, for that 

matter, isa machine. I hate not the machines, but this growing passion 

for machines. I hate the passion for the machines which work upon 

diminishing man power. Some talk about machine which could spare 

man power when thousands of people are thrown jobless on the streets. 

Yes, I want the human toil and time to be spared not just for a sect of 

people but for the humanity. I want the wealth to be accumulated not 

just in few hands but for all the people in the world. Today machines 

favor puting handful of people on top thousands.'[|]. 

Father of appropriate technoiogy 

Mahatma Gandhi 

ttp://en.wikipedia.orgwkilA ppraprtate_technokog 

A reading of the rather extensive literature on Gandhi reveals that his 

views on science rarely find mention, almost to the point of exclusion. 
Based on his eritique of modern civilization and the sheer lack of 
material on his views on science Gandhi has been labelled as anti- Gandhi at the same time was not against modernization. He was against

worshipping technology as a lord of salvation. As he thought salvation 

can never be brought from outside but attained internally. When one's 

soul is intoxicated by greed, Gandhi thought technology inevitably 

represents it. 

science. This has not been addressed adequately either by his follower 
or by social analysis of Gandhi's philosophy and practice. In this paper 
focusing on his Collected Works (CW) (1888-1948) we seek to address
this lacuna by presenting a detailed contextual collation and analysis of 
his views on science over the years[2]. 

Though it is true that Gandhi severely criticized modernity, it is not 
often understood just how much Gandhi was an integral part of a 

rapidly-modernizing India and the role he himself played in this 
process. Gandhi was born in 1869, a mere seven years after the death, 
in 1862, of Bahadur Shah Zafar, the last ruler of the Mughal dynasty. It 

was only in 1857, just twelve years before Gandhi's birth, that the 
Mughal Empire, already much diminished from its earlier glory, had 
come to an end, symbolizing the final end of the old feudal order. 

Bahadur Shah Zafar held pre-modern feudal values - values that are 

almost impossible for us to even comprehend today. His social and 
political horizons were limited and he spent most of his energy 

He was not unaware of the role of tools in human upliftment. In fact, he 

had great curiosity towards tools. He had accepted many of the modern 

technological inventions not as a compromise but as a necessity. 

He traveled on trains, busses, and ships. He once studied mechanism oi 

propeller from the motor room while traveling on a ship to England. He 

reached out to the public through loudspeakers and printing machines. 

He was against mechanization at the same time. 

Through a look at his various experiments, many unrealized in his time, 

it is shown that Gandhi's life defined a space for an alternative science

for civil society that would operate with different methods. Gandhi's 

focus on the non-physical resources in organizing for science, the 

satyagrahi scientist, for instance, is a radical departure from science 
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